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Jody Durham was the chosen one for the demonstration at
the Lexington County Museum, a surprising turnout for a
rainy day with about forty members and curious people
some of which couldn’t stand it and had to join up. I think it
was the exceptional demonstration that lured them into joining our Guild and we are glad to have them!
Those new members are Gerry Drew, Fred Herres, David
Holder, Dan Thomas and Austin Spence. Take time to meet
and greet these new folks and make them feel welcome.
Back to the exceptional demo, Jody did animal heads starting with a two-dimensional horse head (Brian Brazeal style)
then on to a ram’s head with realistic horns and lastly. he
made a dog’s head complete with floppy ears, (they didn’t
really flop but did create the illusion). Looked like he was
running to me. Jody gave good and complete descriptions
of what he was doing, answered questions and I believe he
may have inspired some of the attendees and membership

to go home and try to do some of these heads in their own
forge.
Thanks Jody, for a great demo and for donating the pieces
to IITH.
Thanks also to the Heyward Haltiwanger, his wife and
grandson and the cordial Lexington Museum staff that all
worked together to help make our December meeting a
success despite the relentless rain. They put up a large
circus tent to shelter us from the rain while we watched the
demonstration and set up the food line / dining area in one
of the old preserved homes complete with a warm fire in
the fireplace. The only thing that might possibly have been
better than being dry and warm was Heyward’s BBQ but
the sides and deserts were right up there with the BBQ.
Thanks to everyone who participated in the meal and those
that donated their art work, knives, jewelry, and forged
items for IITH
Iron in The Hat: Brought in $622.00, great job everyone!
Your prayers seemed to have worked! Joe Marsh’s new
granddaughter Abigail is home with her parents, teaching
them new sleep habits after her surgery for her congenital
heart condition She may need future surgeries as she
grows, so we may activate your efforts again.
You can still keep Chuck Smith in your prayers. He has
recovered pretty well from his head injury, but is still being
watched for symptoms of a severe concussion.
We still need volunteers for the Green Coal instructors, the
Gallery, and for you to make tools to put in the tool box
Gerald Alsbrook is making for the Iron in the Hat at the
Madison Conference coming up - May, 16-18 2019.
It has been my honor to serve as president of the PSABG
for the past five years but I have decided to step down and
let someone else take over. Presently I know of only one
person presenting himself as a candidate willing to take the
job, Jody Durham, there may be others. If you are willing to
serve as president or on the board please let me or one of
the board members know so we can have our election at the
February 2nd meeting in Conway.
Thanks for all your support these last five years!
Jesse
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IRON IN THE HAT
Item

Donated By

Won By

Item

Donated By

Won By

Colonial Trivet Pair
Woodworker DVDs

Barry Myers
Barry Myers

Farrier Rasps

Mackie Bryant

Charleston RR Spike
Shucker
Hot Cut Chisel
Knife Blank
Small carving axe
Fire Rake
Door Pull
Coat Hanger
Steak Turners

Adam Gilbert

Jamie Herndon
Ray Pearre
Jody Durham
John Kneece

Tool Holder
Copper Earings
Shine Stein
1085 Rod
Pants
Stearling earrings
Flux Spoon
Icicle Ornament
Sling Shot
Copper Slab
Whole Earth Catalog
Nicaraguan Coffee
Demo Pieces (3)

Bill Kirkley
Pam Etheridge
Tony Etheridge
PSABG
Jamie Herndon
Jamie Herndon
Walt Beard
Pat Walters
Adrienne Butler
Al Jenkins
Al Jenkins
Al Jenkins
Jody Durham

Wrangler Pants
Punches

Al Jenkins
Al Jenkins

slasher
Steak Turner
Hat Stand

Adam Hevia
Landy Young
William Rombilus

Landy Young
Micheal Merrikicin
Micheal Merrikicin
Duke Baxter
Adam Hevia
Landy Young
Jody Durham
Al Jenkins
Bill Kirkley
Adriene Butler
Rob Lewis
Jody Durham
Jody Durham
Todd Elder
Clyde Umphlet
Ray Pearre
Jack Boorn
Heyward Haltiwanger
Joe Holladay
Todd Elder
Rob Lewis
Pam Etheridge
Pat Walters
Jamie Herndon
John Kneece

Leaf
Dividers
Long Handled Spoon
Leaf
Oyster Shucker
Ring Holder
Brass Stock
1215 Bar Stock
Rebar Snake
Leaf hook
Rams head hook
Steak Turner

David Bush
G L Drew
Todd Elder
Jesse Barfield
Jesse Barfield
Jesse Barfield
Gerald Alsbrook

Duke Baxter
Fred Herres
John Kneece
Al Jenkins
Clyde Umphlet
Clyde Umphlet
Clyde Umphlet (2)
Duke Baxter
Jason Jaco
Duke Baxter
Jason Jaco
Jamie Herndon
John Tanner
Adam Hevia
John Tanner
Al Jenkins
Duke Baxter
Adam Hevia
Duke Baxter
John Tanner
John Kneece
Derrick Still
John Kneece
John Tanner
Charles Still
John Kneece
Charles Still
Clyde Umphlet
Derice Hochstetler Jason Jaco
Heyward
Jamie Herndon
Haltiwanger

Not seeing the Content you want? Submit requests for the kind of info and articles you are
interested in, or better yet, submit an article yourself!
An Awful Story With A Happy Ending

Sometimes things happen.

Only a month or so ago, John lit an acetylene torch. Pow! Fire shot
from the torch throwing it from his hand. By the time he torch hit
Of course you know John Adams. Everyone does. He runs his weld- the ground the initial flash of fire was nearly out.
ing shop with many years of experience. He always stresses safety.
Almost instantly following the torch fire, flames shot six feet into
the air from the gauges. The heat was so intense that no one could
get close enough to use the fire extinguisher. The intense heat lasted
only for a few moments allowing John to grab the fire extinguisher
and put out the fire.
By Bob Fredell

The shop still stands. John still stands. (Although with trembling
knees, I might add.) No one was hurt. John is now much the wiser.
So will you when you read the next paragraph.
It wasn't long before John found himself at the welding supply
store buying a set of flash back arresters for each of his acetylene
welding outfits.
So must you.

[The picture is of John’s gages, formerly usable, Ed]
Reprinted from the Guild of Metalsmiths, METALSMITH,
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Charter Members—Where are they now...
I don’t know how many of you have been thinking about it, but this February’s meeting will mark the 25th Anniversary of our little Guild since
that first meeting in February 1995! Congratulations to us all!
I thought that we should look back a little. We started with 30 Charter members. They were, as listed in our February 1996 newsletter:
Robert W Hill, III, Sharon and Emily: Bob was our prime mover and first President. Sharon has always been supporter of our Guild and
was our first newsletter editor. I loved her pictures of birds, mules and other objects throughout the newsletter. It was always so warm and
folksy. Emily, while no longer active has 3 children, a husband and lives in North Carolina.
Gerald L. Alsbrook was our first vice-president and is a very active member who usually brings visitors to our meetings. He is retired and
living in Manning.
John Rooney Floyd, Jr. was the member that suggested that we rename the SCABA to honor Mr. Simmons while he was still alive. It was an
excellent idea! Rooney still blacksmiths although he is inactive with the Guild, he still teaches at John C. Campbell Folk School.
Wade Reynolds was from Sumter when we formed. He was one of our first demonstrators, Mr. Simmons was the other. Wade’s blacksmith
activity is unknown to me, but he is still an active Colonial reenactor.
Doyle Harper has slowed down a bit and holds the position of Senior Charter Member. He is doing well in Anderson with his bride, Kari.
Philip Simmons. We lost this fine man a few years ago. He mentored us and inspired us in his support. Thank you, Mr. Simmons.
Douglas Potter was also taken from us much too soon. Doug always called himself a Lady’s Blacksmith because of the things he made for the
house and general appeal to ladies. He helped me a lot during the construction of the forge at Camden and donated the two vises that we have
used there for years. Claudette moved to Alabama after Doug’s death to be close to her family.
Teddy O. Barrineau. Teddy never blacksmithed as far as I know, but he was an excellent Windsor Chair maker. He was a good friend to Bob
Hill and became a good friend of mine. I was sitting in the Windsor rocking chair, rocking my grandson the other day and thought of him.
Carl Grainger is no longer a member but is still blacksmithing in Loris. He participated in completion of The Chapter Ring Grille honoring
Francis Whitaker at the 1998 ABANA conference.
Gabriel B. Fogel was the son-in-law of Teddy Barrineau and is no longer married to Teddy’s daughter Sam. I sold him a muzzleloading shotgun once. I know no more.
Tal Harris was our great encourager and mentor when we started up. He gave Bob a lot of advise and guided us around many of the pitfalls
that might have kept us from reaching this august anniversary. Tal demonstrated for us several times. He is a very good smith and a joy to
learn from. His wife Kim taught me the error of bending Iron-in-the-Hat tickets and that’s why I throw your bent tickets back.
Keith A. Moon was our second treasurer. He was a member for years, but is retired from teaching and is currently off the grid…
Robert Walter Hill, IV. Bob signed up all of his children and paid their dues until they matured. Walter worked with Mr. Simmons and constructed the gates on display (and credited to Mr. Simmons) at Brookgreen Gardens. He is a fine smith and has demonstrated frequently for us
at the Paul Farm in Conway where he works as Director for the Musem.
Howard McCall. Howard probably had the nicest shop of all of us. He built a replica of the Armory at Williamsburg only bigger. He died
several years ago. I hope George is living in it now.
George McCall is Howard’s son. He is a fire inspector in Greenville.
John and Mary Long. Mary is Bob and Sharon Hill’s daughter. Mary was working at the Charleston Custom House and met Mr. Simmons.
She was the one who introduced Mr. Simmons to the rest of us and transported him to many of the early meetings in Plantersville and
Georgetown. She and John have three beautiful children who live in Conway. She and John recently left for a mission trip to Africa.
John D. Thompson is still blacksmithing, but he does it in Paradise—no, he is still alive and living in Hawaii!
Roger and Gail Marcengill are our long time supporters and hosts of our June meeting. Some of their recent sculptures are on public display
in Westminister…
Beth and Lewis Lawrence. Lewis died several years ago. Beth is remarried and selling fleet vehicles in Raleigh.
David Dwyer still lives on the river north of Georgetown at Weymouth Plantation. He was our first treasurer and host of many meetings in our
early days.
Barry Myers. I was the second vice president, second president, and fourth or fifth newsletter editor.
Lonnie Stafford is no longer a member of our Guild, but he is still in the NCABANA and lives in Oak Ridge, NC. He demonstrated for us at
Gerald’s and taught us how to make hooks. He once made something over 1800 hooks in a day.
Charles Barrineau is no longer a member, but is alive and well in Georgetown.
Allen Ashworth. Allen is a retired police dispatcher living in Fuquay-Varina, N.C., and a vintage railroad aficionado like Tal Harris.
The remaining Charter members were Christopher Ray, Nicholas McBee, David Young, Robert E. Rogers, Keith Weir, and Russell Edwards. I apologize that I do not remember who they are or how long they were in the Guild.
If any of you have info on any of them, please get it to me and I will add it in future newsletter. Barru
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Coal Fire Troubleshooting & Etiquette
Beth Holmberg, San Diego © Beth Holmberg 2017
Reprinted with permission
You should have learned basic coal fire management in Blacksmithing 101. Your Level I
instructors can help you improve your skills, but here are some solutions to specific coalmanagement problems, along with a few thoughts on how to be a good citizen in the forge.
Really smoky fire. You are burning green coal, rather than only coke! Avoid this by sorting your fuel carefully before lighting the forge, keeping green coal close enough to the fire
to coke up and learning how to break and pull in the wall of coke that forms without mixing
coal in.
Fix the problem by getting the smoke to catch fire: back off on the blower a bit; poke one
chimney hole through the fire down to the burning coke (so the heat can reach the smoky
fumes); if you don’t get flames, also blow across the fire to get more oxygen mixed into the
smoke.
Lots of crusty scale; iron gets cracks from heating. There is too much oxygen in your fire. This is usually because the pile of
burning coke is not deep enough. Near the tuyere there’s tons of oxygen; near the top of the fire there is oxygen from the surrounding air. In middle of a deep pile of burning coke, there is no oxygen, only carbon monoxide and -dioxide; iron heated in
this area will not form scale in the fire.
Fix. A good coal fire is at least twice as deep as the fire pot. Keep the fire deep; support the pile of burning coke with green
coal to keep it standing tall, and make sure that your coal is coking up so you’ll always have enough coke for a deep fire.
Never enough coke. You are not coking up enough green coal. Fix this by making sure that you have surrounded your fire
with a pile of green coal and that the coal is close enough to the heat to coke up. Look for the tell-tale wisps of vapor cooking
off of the green coal as the volatiles are distilled out, leaving coke behind.
Uneven heating: metal is either dull red or burned. Either the clinker breaker is in the wrong position, or you are heating in
the wrong part of the fire. Avoid the first problem by making sure the clinker breaker is in the right position before you light
your fire. Look at the handle: note the angle that means the clinker breaker is aligned correctly.
Fix by first checking the clinker breaker alignment to get oxygen in the right parts of the fire. Then always make sure that the
steel goes into the fire horizontally, rather than digging down to find the heat. The metal should be at the top of the fire pot
with a pile of burning coke over it. Use the fire rake as needed to pull more coke on top of the metal.

Coal Fire Troubleshooting
Have to blow a LOT to get any heat. Not enough air is reaching the burning coke – how annoying! There several possible
reasons. Avoid the problem by doing a careful inspection of your forge before you light it. Empty the ash dump (air block), and
then make sure it is properly closed again (air leak). Turn the blower handle and feel for air. Are you cranking the right direction? If it seems like there isn’t much blow, check along the ducting for holes or leaks, and fix them before the forge is hot.
Also sort the contents of the fire pot carefully to remove all the bits of clinker and ash. They don’t burn and do block airflow.
Fix reduced air flow during forging by jiggling the clinker breaker to break up the clinker and then returning it to the correct
alignment. Sometimes you will get too much clinker to have breaking it be sufficient. Push the fire aside and pull the hot clinker out. For safety, put the clinker in the ash bucket.
Trouble welding. This is usually some combination of uneven heating, too much scaling and a dirty fire. Sometimes it is also
linked to insufficient air in the fire. Avoid this by carefully removing all clinker and ash before lighting the fire, along with the
fixes for each of these specific problems described above.
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Coal Fire Troubleshooting & Etiquette (cont)
Fire dies during lunch. Coal fires just don’t stay lit that long. Keep the fire going and generate some coke for when you get
back by sticking a chunk of wood down in the middle of the fire. You can even pile some green coal around the wood, and
it will get coked up as the wood burns! When you get back to your fire, use tongs to pull out the unburned wood. Remember
to quench the wood well and leave it in a safe place like under the forge.
Fuel etiquette. There are two goals to good fuel etiquette at our forge: 1) Leave a nice pile of coke for the next person. 2)
Don’t make it hard to clean and sort the fuel.
1. Make sure you have enough coal around your fire so there will be plenty of coke at the end of the day! Don’t worry about
wasting fuel this way. Your coke and unburned coal will just be used by the next person. And it’s all coming out of the
same coal budget!
2. At the end of the day, remove all the coal from one side of the fire and push it out of the way, leaving a bare area
on top of the forge. Scrape the burning coke off the top of the fire into this bare spot. Don’t let the coke mix with green coal.
Do not go any deeper than the top of the fire pot! If you do, you will be mixing together the coke, ash and clinker, leaving
an annoying task for the next user of this forge.
3. OK, we don’t want to waste coal. It’ll only drive our costs up. Take care to keep coal and coke from falling off the forge,
and pick it up if it does. Don’t dump the entire contents of the fire pot into the ash bucket to save time. More than two-thirds
of that stuff is perfectly good coke! And don’t fan your fire when you don’t actually need to get it hotter. A bright orange
fire will get your steak turner hot without added air. 
Reprinted from the California Blacksmith Assoc.

For Sale:
Fire Bricks – Brand New, Industrial Grade. $1 ea. Ed Sylvester 803.414.2487
Tire Hammer Plans: Send a check or money order for $30US or send $32US to Paypal.Me/Clay (Uncle Clayton) Spencer.
clay@otelco.net. PDFs will be e-mailed outside US.
Beverly shear blades sharpened. Remove your blades and send in USPS small flat rate box with check for $41US Clay
Spencer 73 Penniston Pvt. Drive, Somerville, AL 35670-7103.
Forklift tine sections for striking anvils, $30. Jody Durham, 864-985-3919 ironsmith@gmail.com
Sewell Pea Coal, washed, $11 per 5 gallon bucket. Will also sell in bulk at lower prices. Derice Hochstetler,
Aiken, 803-508-1326
50# Little Giant $3000 or trade for hydraulic press. Joe Marsh 843-229-5775
Todd Elder is offering Beginning Blacksmithing and Knifemaking Classes. Contact him at (864-978-7232)

Upcoming Events
2nd Saturdays Blacksmith demonstrations at Roper Mountain Science Center, Greenville, SC, Anthony Palacino. contact.864-386-5546
3rd Saturdays Blacksmith demonstrations at Hagood Mill, Pickens, SC. Often, our own Griz Hockwalt.
March 30. Hammer In at North Augusta Living History Park. Contact Bob Kaltenbach 706-799-4703 Project and details to follow by email.
March TBD. Beginners’ Class at Magnolia Gardens. Contact Ray Pearre 843-860-0532 Details to follow by email
2019 Meeting Schedule: April 6,Magnolia Gardens,
June—Marcengil’s,
August—Camden
October—Lexington County Museum
December—Ryan Calloway’s in Greenville.
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Reprinted from the Guild of Metalsmiths
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Reprinted from the Anvil’s Horn, newsletter of the Arizona Blacksmiths
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Reprinted from the UMBA Journal, newsletter of the Upper Michigan Blacksmiths Association
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Philip Simmons Artist Blacksmith Guild
http://philipsimmonsartistblacksmithguild.com/
President: Jesse Barfield
2423 Stribling Circle, Lancaster, SC29720
803-287-0929
jesstersforge@gmail.com
Vice President: Jody Durham
207 Ridgewood St, Easley, SC 29642
864 985 3919
ironsmith@gmail.com
Secretary/Treasurer: Ray Pearre
4605 Durant Ave.,
N. Charleston, SC29405
843-860-0532/pearrecr@gmail.com
Librarians: Tony and Pam Etheridge
420 Prestige Ct, Orangeburg, SC 29115
803-682-5529
auntpam1957@gmail.com
Newsletter Editor: Barry Myers
1847 Pisgah Rd, N. Augusta, SC29841
803-640-5504/ blmyers647@gmail.com
Webmistress: Jamie Herndon
414 Henry Stabler Rd, Swansea, SC 29160
803-665-7083 herndonblacksmith@gmail.com

Board Members
Todd Elder
708 Vista Farm Court, Lexington, SC 29073
864-978-7232/elderusc13@gmail.com
Duke Baxter
1104 Eagle Dr.
Rock Hill, SC, 29732.
803 370 1455/dukeb@comporium.net
Jason Jaco
29 Woodpine Ct
Columbia, SC 29212
803-799-1865/texasstreet@hotmail.com

Josh Weston
6925 Tanner Hall Blvd.
Hanahan, SC 29410
734-709-9677/josh.a.weston@gmail.com

Membership Application
___ New Member___ Renewal
Name: ______________________________________Address: __________________________

City: __________________ State: _____ Zip: _________Phone: _____________

email: __________________________________ Sponsor_______________________________
Dues are $15.00 per person/family, per year. Please remit to:

C. Ray Pearre, Jr.
4605 Durant Ave.
North Charleston, SC 29405

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT AND ASSMPUMPTION OF RISK
I acknowledge that blacksmithing and related activities are inherently dangerous and involve risks and dangers to participant s and spectators that may
result in serious injury or death. I have considered these risks and I knowingly assume them. I agree that I am responsible for my own safety during
Guild events, including wearing appropriate clothing and protective gear and remaining a safe distance from all dangerous activities. I agree to hold
Philip Simmons Artist Blacksmith Guild and guest demonstrators of our craft harmless from liability and expenses arising from of my actions and/or
omissions.

When was the last time you paid dues?
There is a note below your address on the last page of our newsletters. It will say something like…
“Dues Last Paid – 2017”or“Dues for 2018” are due” or “Dues paid 2018”
This note is updated for each newsletter. We appreciate your prompt payments.
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Come to Conway on February 2, 10 AM
Walter Hill will demonstrate at the Farm!
The Conway Museum's L. W. Paul Living History Farm is located at 2279
Harris Shortcut Ln, north of Conway on
US 701.
Bring a side or dessert and something
nice for iron-in-the-hat - maybe something you’ve forged!
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